Ms. Judith Espinosa, Secretary  
New Mexico Environment Department  
P.O. Box 26110  
Santa Fe, NM 87502  

Dear Ms. Espinosa:

This letter is notification of the scheduled detensioning activities to the Roof Support System in Room 1, Panel 1, on September 7, 1993. This activity is expected to take approximately 10 working days to complete.

If you have any questions concerning this information, please contact J. Mewhinney at 505-887-8143.

Sincerely,

Arlen Hunt  
WIPP Project Site Manager

cc:

J. Arthur, WPIO  
J. Mewhinney, WPSO  
F. Ashford, WID  
J. Lee, WID  
P. McCasland, NMED  
S. Warren, WTAC